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Birds
a DESIGN STUDIO for AUDIO

who we are
One Thousand Birds is a design studio for audio.
OTB specializes in sound design, mixing, + original music for commercials. We also create immersive sonic
landscapes for ﬁlms, radio, podcasts, events and installations, and AR/VR/XR, opening the doors for
innovation + collaboration across the full spectrum of design for audio.
We cultivate energetic creative spirit while maintaining the highest standards for audio quality and
providing seamless deliveries. OTB's sounds have been heard on the loudspeakers at the Super Bowl, major
ﬁlm festivals, and in VR headsets at the Whitney Biennial.
With teams based in four major cities around the world and the infrastructure for instant remote
collaboration, we bring a global perspective to our output and open doors to diverse, up and coming talent.
Year after year, we’re honored to collaborate with the most creative teams in the industry on campaigns for
innovative global brands such as Spotify, Squarespace, Chanel, Google, Marvel, and Apple.

where we are
NYC > > > LA > > > Bogotá > > > Lisbon

All of our studios have capability for VO and ADR recording, sound editing and design, and stereo and
surround mixing, all in person or remotely. Our workstations across the globe are tied to secure central
servers, allowing us to share ideas and collaborate in real time between our engineers + producers.
We deliver for any output format and audio spec including traditional stereo + surround, interactive
ambisonics for VR, and Dolby Atmos for 3D binaural audio and 3D cinema sound. The heart of our work
is always ﬁnding the most impactful sound for each moment.
In 2020 we founded and launched Hii Magazine to connect with our global community of sound-lovers.
The interactive audio-ﬁrst site and its accompanying biannual print magazine offers inclusive stories,
interviews, and lifestyle content pioneering cultural conversations through the lens of sound.

commercial reels
Check Out > > >
Latest Work

/

Greatest Hits

Specialized Reels > > >
Comedy / Food+Bev / Beauty / Tech / Lifestyle / Sports / Car

Request a Custom Reel > > >
alex@otbirds.com

/ Pop Culture / Original Music

project spotlight
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe / Two Mexican American teenagers ﬁnd an instant connection in 1987 El Paso,
in Aitch Alberto’s clear-eyed coming-of-age tale based on the bestselling novel by Benjamin Alire Sáenz and produced by Lin
Manuel-Miranda. TIFF 2022 Premiere
Arcane: Bridging the Rift / A ﬁve part docuseries about the making of Arcane, the League of Legends animated series. Produced by
Netﬂix, Exclusive Youtube Release
Marvel’s Wastelanders: Hawkeye / The sole survivor of the Avengers, Hawkeye is now a sideshow freak, re-living the worst day of his
life for paying audiences. He's surly, broken, and losing his sight, but there's still that ﬁre in him to be a hero, to avenge his friends.
Directed by Rachel Chavkin (Hadestown) + written by J. Holtham (Jessica Jones)
Alone Together / Seeking solace in music during the COVID-19 pandemic, global pop star Charli XCX asks her fans to help her make
an album while quarantined at home. SXSW 2021 Premiere, streaming on Hulu
Wild Things: Siegfried & Roy, Apple TV+ Original Podcast / An upcoming podcast presenting the ﬁrst, compelling in-depth series
about the most famous, controversial magicians in history. Series Preview at Tribeca 2021
The Gentle Giant: Love Has No Labels / In this untold story of a sibling bond between a sister and brother, Bridgett and George Floyd,
see how their love and legacy persevere through millions of acts of love from others. Cannes Lions 2022 Premiere, streaming on
Hulu

get in touch
Kira MacKnight / Managing Director / kira@otbirds.com
Guin Frehling / Executive Producer, Los Angeles / guin@otbirds.com
Alex Berner-Coe / Executive Producer + Director of Partnerships, New York / alex@otbirds.com
Andres Velasquez / Managing Partner, Bogotá / andres@otbirds.com
Andrew Tracy / CEO, Lisbon / andrew@otbirds.com
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